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nication,—he risked his sacred person among a Floren-
tine mob, endeavouring to rouse them as of old to follow
Medici with the war-cry "Palle—Palle—Palle."1 All was
in vain.
The well-worn cry had lost magnetic virtue; and none
in Florence now dared to own himself a friend of Medici.
Don Piero rushed to the Porta di San Gallo, where Medici
had never cried in vain. None answered him. His courage
left him there. He infected with fear Don Paolo Orsini
and his bands; and all fled to Bologna. At night Cardinal
Giovanni and his sixteen-year-old cousin, Messer Giuliano
Knight of St. John of Jerusalem of Malta, escaped in the
frocks of Friars Minor; and from Bologna these three
Medici journeyed on to Venice where Italian exiles always
found a home: while Florence sacked the Medici Palace,
plundered the priceless Medici Library of Manuscripts,
and set a price upon the head of Lorenzo's son Don Piero.
This revolt was the work of Fra Girol^mo Savonarola.
For sixty years Florence had enjoyed prosperity under
Medici. She was the centre of learning, the mediating
power of Italy with influence in every state; in fact, as the
Lord Boniface P.P. VIII said on receiving the Orators of
the Powers in Rome at the Jubilee of 1300, "i fiorentini
sono il quinto elemental But the Dominican Friar had
roused in Her those moral aspirations which Medici had
lulled to atrophy; and the contemptible blunders of Don
Piero had proved a final exasperation. The newly-formed
republic set up Donatello's statue of Judith with the Head
of Holofernes on a pedestal before Palazzo Vecchio, with
this inscription for the benefit of budding despots, exem-
plum salutis publicae gives posuere MCCCCXCV.
And on the day of the expulsion of the Medici, little Pisa
revolted also, and threw off the yoke of Florence.
• .	•
1 Allusion to the five red balls and the lilied bezant in the Medici
armorials.

